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Abstract
The inter-religious dialogue between Muslims and Non-Muslims at schools are increasingly attracting much interest of scholars. This paper aimed at investigating the role of Muslim teachers and students in interfaith dialogue and
peace-building instruction model at a Christian school. This was a qualitative descriptive research conducted at Christian Middle School (SMP Kristen) Seputah Banyak, Central Lampung. The data were collected through observation, in-depth interviews and documentations. Then, Miles & Huberman model was employed to analyze the data. The findings showed that the school policy strongly supported the interfaith dialogue among all teachers and the students who, indeed, possessed different faiths. The Islamic religious education teacher promoted the moderate Islam to encourage the interfaith dialogue when teaching Muslim students and interacting with non-Muslims. This positively affected interfaith dialogue and the peace-building instruction model developed and implemented at the schools.
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A. Introduction

Inter-religious dialogue plays a pivotal role in establishing harmonious lives. It has a great potential to grow tolerance among the various religion believers. The term inter-religious or interfaith dialogue refers to mutual, productive and positive relations between people of different religious traditions and faith, at both the individual and institutional levels. Augmented awareness of religious plurality, the prospective role of religion in conflict, and the growing place of religion in public life present imperative challenges that call for better understanding and cooperation among people of diverse faiths to raise acceptance of others and to better understand their identity. Such interfaith dialogue can take a wide diversity of forms, ranging from joint appeals by high-level religious leaders, to attempts to build up mutual understanding and the appreciation of shared values and interests, to grassroots efforts to encourage repentance and promote reconciliation.

---

In Indonesia, the world’s biggest Muslim country, the right to believe in religions are officially protected by the law. Indonesia has been able to develop a model of democracy compatible with a Muslim-majority country\(^3\). This is in line with Azra’s notion regarding Indonesia’s moderate Islam—compatibility with modernity, democracy, and plurality.\(^4\) Indonesian Muslims are well-known for their moderate Islam especially after 9/11, when Indonesia was trying to instill Moderate Islam as their image in world politics. In contemporary Indonesian policy, the government has campaigned Islam to be conceived as ‘moderate’ and ‘tolerant’ as well as inherently compatible with democracy\(^5\).

As a Muslim democratic state, the existence of civil institutions and public civility are among the most essential factors. This situation reflects the development of the Indonesian social and political situation. During the last period of the 1990s, a number of Muslim scholars such as Abdurrahman Wahid, Nurcholish Madjid, and Dawam Rahardjo played an central role in shaping the Islamic discourse in the media. Likewise, Muslim organizations such as ‘Nahdatul Ulama’ and ‘Muhammadiyah’, despite their massive challenges from puritan Islamists and fundamentalists\(^6\), are very influential in the grassroots peacemaking process.

One of the most efficient ways to promote interreligious mutual understanding and peacebuilding among the youth is by promoting and implementing the significance of interfaith dialogue at educational institution in any level. Nicolai and Triplehorn that there is a strong

---

correlation between the role of education and protection of young people from attitudes that may cause conflict. 7

The issue of moderate Islam and interfaith dialogue in educational institutions has been investigated in a large and growing body of previous studies in specific focuses such as the challenges of Islamic education in promoting moderate Islam 8, interfaith dialogue in higher education 9, interfaith dialogue and religious education 10, the role religious leaders 11, moderate Islam meaning among an Egyptian university alumni 12, and challenges and tensions in interfaith dialogue. 13 Nevertheless, the focus on the interfaith dialogue, especially the role of Muslims in the practice of instructional activities are considered rare. Therefore, the present study attempted to figure out the role of moderate Muslim teachers and students in establishing good inter-faith dialogue and, in the pedagogic practices, the model of peace building instruction at Christian Middle School Seputih Banyak, Central Lampung.

This was a qualitative research employing case study approach. In a case study, a contemporary phenomenon is investigated within its natural setting. The phenomenon here means many objects of study such as a program, an event, an activity, a problem or an individual. In this present study, the phenomenon was the existence of moderate Muslims and their contribution to interfith dialogue. Then, the natural setting is the context within which this phenomenon appears. In this case, the natural setting was the Christian Middle School Seputih Raman, Central Lampung regency, Lampung.

To collect the data, observation, interviews and documentation were carried out. The writers directly went to the school and organized observations to see the real contexts (events, place, time and process) of the implementation of the inter-religious dialogue. In addition, the writers interviewed some stakeholders of the school, the principal, teachers, and students to see their perspectives on this phenomenon. The gathered data were subsequently analyzed by employing Miles and Huberman’s model consisting of data collection, data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing.

B. Results and Discussion

1. Christian Middle School Seputih Raman: At a Glance

This private school is located at Yos Sudarso Street, Rukti Harjo, Seputih Raman, Central Lampung Tengah, Lampung province. It was established in 1990 on a 1.026-meter area. Today, eighty two students (44 males and 38 females) with different religious backgrounds go to this school. It implements the 2013 Curriculum and full-day school system in which the instructional activities are held five days a week. The principal stated that the 2013 curriculum fits their goal of character
building because it prioritizes the character education values\textsuperscript{17}. Even though not as big as some other schools in the regency, Christian Junior High School Seputih Raman has been nationally accredited B.

Encouraging by its vision “Qualified, Prosperous, Faithful”, this school attempts to always increase the quality and affectivity of teaching and learning process by implementing student-centered learning equipped with multimedia and counseling services. In term of religious background, the school strongly accommodates the development of understanding and appreciation of the religion everyone in the school believes. It can be obviously seen from the vision which put the “Faithful” as one of the visions. Moreover, in the school's mission, it is implicitly written that the school fosters the appreciation and practice of the teachings of the religion they believe.

2. Being moderate Muslims in the midst of Non-Muslim Majority

In 2018, it is noted that at Christian Middle School Seputih Banyak, there were only 82 students consisting of 23 (28%) Christians, 42 (51%) Hindus which was the highest one, 8 (10%) Buddhists, 7 (9%) Muslims and the least one, Catholic, which was 2 (2%) students. Meanwhile, there was only one Muslim teacher, a teacher of Islamic Religious Education subject. The majority of the students were Hindu because Seputih Raman is a village mostly inhabited by Balinese people\textsuperscript{18}.

\textsuperscript{17} Maulidia Rachmawati Nur and Ahmad Madkur, 'Teachers' Voices on the 2013 Curriculum for English Instructional Activities', \textit{Indonesian Journal of English Education}, 1.2 (2014), 119–34.

\textsuperscript{18} Meilani Puspitasari, 'Konversi Keagamaan Orang Bali Dari Agama Hindu Ke Agama Kristen: Studi Kasus Di Gereja Kristen Sumatera Bagian Selatan' (Universitas Kristen Satya Wacana, 2017). In 1955–1956 many Javanese, who took part in the transmigration program and lived around Seputih Raman. The transmigrants were from various religions such as Christianity, Catholicism, Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism.
This only 7% of the school’s population undoubtedly obliged Muslims to adapt and respect the other believers and, in the same time, to be able to perform Islamic teachings and worship at the school. Muslim teacher and students had to build tolerant understanding to their non-Muslim teachers. Therefore, the Muslim teacher taught his students to be a moderate Muslim that co-exists harmoniously with other religions, acculturates local traditions and is compatible with democracy. Moderacy (wasatiya/wasatiyya/wasathiyya) of Islam is commonly accepted as going hand-in-hand with tawazun (equilibrium, balance) and tasamuh (tolerance, flexibility).

At pedagogic level, practically, when Islamic religious education subject taught their students, he used to employ the materials, such as books, handouts, pictures and videos, containing the moderate Islamic values. The teaching strategies were considered effective because basically, Islamic values and messages should be instilled into all subject taught at schools. Also, to make the students understand and respect other cultures, the teachers integrated the local wisdoms, such as Lampung, Javanese, Balinese and others, into his instructional activities.

When interacting with other believers in everyday lives at the school, Muslim teachers and students regularly participated the other religion’s ritual ceremony, such as Christmas, Galungan, and Waisak. In addition, this habit was also performed outside of school activities. For example, in Chrismast day, they expressed Happy Christmas and visited the Christian Muslims. The same things were done to Hindus, Buddhists and Catholics.

---

19 A Ubaid and Muhammad Bakir, Nasionalisme Dan Islam Nusantara (Jakarta: Kompas, 2015).
21 Ahmad Muzakki, ‘Introducing Local Genius-Based Harmony Education (Piil Pesenggiri) Among the Indigenous People of Lampung’, Penamas, 30.3 (2018), 261 <https://doi.org/10.31330/penamas.v30i3.188>.
3. The Promotion of Inter-religious Dialogue in Academic Lives

a. Peace-building Teaching and Learning Model

Since the core of an educational institution is the teaching and learning process, the principal and the other stakeholders of the school seriously paid attention to not merely achieve the goal of material teaching but also equipping the student with mutual understanding and interfaith dialogue. As a result, the school developed and implemented the Peace-building Teaching and Learning model. This was an effort through formal education to prevent the widespread of conflicts in the society. This was a real contribution of the school to the peacemaking actions in the province of Lampung. It was widely known that Lampung is one of the regions in Indonesia with high number of conflicts.22

So what is Peace-building Teaching and Learning model? This model is inspired by the theory of and the practice of peace education23 in which all educators establish democratic classrooms that teach cooperation and promote positive self esteem among their students. Teachers serve as peaceful role models to help to counteract images of violent behaviour young people receive through popular culture and in their homes. Their teaching style adjusts to the developmental needs of their pupils, respecting the various identities and concerns about violence students bring to the classroom.24

The learning process is administered thematically. The principal approaches used in this model are, first, integrative instruction. It includes the implementation of non-violence sayings, behaviors and actions. This approach stimulated the students not to bully their friends. As a result, according to

the principal, the level of bullying at this school was very low, different from many schools, both globally\textsuperscript{25} and locally\textsuperscript{26}, reporting the massive emergence of bullying. The second approach was together learning. This includes reflecting, brainstorming, elaborating, exploring, and problem solving. The materials conveyed in this model were democracy, deliberation, peaceful co-existence, non-violence, and building non-violence community building.

The Peace-building Teaching and Learning model can be implemented in two scopes, integrative in formal learning and a shared learning approach in informal learning. Both can be developed with the main target of making a social-based and anti-violence school-based social community. In the first scope, the implementation of the Peace-building Teaching and Learning Model can be carried out with reference to the following design.\textsuperscript{27}

Table 1. Integration of peace-building teaching in formal Setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Descriptive Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic attribute</td>
<td>To avoid using violent symbols, such as sharp weapons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To avoid using teaching material that shows symbols of violence, such as images of torture or sexual violence in textbooks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal attribute</td>
<td>To avoid using words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>harsh words, especially with motives to harass, weaken, and insulting others, in teacher-student and student relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive attitude and actions</td>
<td>Getting used to &quot;sorry, please, and thank you &quot;accordingly with the context inside learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building habits understanding and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{26} Zainudin Abu Bakar and Syafruddin M, 'The Importance of Social Support to Bullying Victims : A Case Study in Indonesia', in \textit{Ireland International Conference on Education}, 2017, pp. 1–9.

\textsuperscript{27} Document Pembelajaran SMP Kristen Seputih Raman tahun 2015, p. 24
In the second scope, namely with the "Collaborative Learning" approach in an informal learning, the aspects of competence that can be achieved through joint learning in a peace-building framework include doing/experiencing, expressing, analyzing, summarizing and applying. The implementation of the Peace-building Teaching and Learning Model in Raman Seputh Junior High School in Central Lampung was not only done once, but was carried out thematically by referring to the design and the following stages:

Table 2. Integration of peace-building teaching in informal setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Competence</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Getting started</td>
<td>Teachers and students prepare classrooms and learning resources</td>
<td>Planning, participating</td>
<td>5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation: Building initial atmosphere</td>
<td>Intended to realize a sense of togetherness and equality among subjects of study (teacher / facilitator, and students)</td>
<td>Doing, experiencing, expressing,</td>
<td>10”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflecting/exploring/brainstorming</td>
<td>Inviting the students to reflect on each other's experiences or other people's experiences as &quot;objects of suffering/ negative situations&quot; caused by other people's words, attitudes, and behaviors. Exploring and brainstorming about this</td>
<td>Doing, experiencing, expressing, analyzing, concluding</td>
<td>20”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28Ibid, h. 50
The bases for peacebuilding teaching and learning models are the principle of anti-violence, tolerance and anti-discrimination that will provide perspective and conceptual
grounding in the development of democratic and peaceful learning in learning classes.

b. **The availability of Worship Rooms and Teacher for all Religions**

   Even though Christian Middle School Seputih Banyak has less students, compared to other schools in the regency, the stakeholders considered the significance of religious education teachers in interfaith dialogue amid the diversity of school community. For Muslim students, for instance, a teacher graduated from bachelor in Islamic education department of Institut Agama Islam Ma’arif (IAIM) Metro was hired. The reason why the school provided teachers for all religions is because they believe that the more the students understand their religions, the more possible they contribute to peacemaking. Religion is actually teaching peace.\(^{29}\)

   Religious subjects teaching and learning activities were carried out by each of their religious teachers, and the learning methods were adapted to the syllabus of each religious education material. As consequence, between teachers and students there has never been a conflict based on religion. Their multicultural understanding was also well established because of multicultural education\(^{30}\) at the school. They lived in harmony, peace and mutual respect for each other. Those students who embraced Islam were given the best opportunity to carry out their religious activities, among others, at the time of the dzuhur prayer, for example, we provided a prayer room for prayer. The same treatments were also applied to other religions.

C. **Conclusion**

   To be well accepted as a minority, the Muslim teachers and students at Christian Middle School Seputih Banyak successfully


adapted and, therefore, be respected by other religions. The findings of the research strengthen the previous research revealing that education is one of the most potential field to promote inter-religious dialogue and the urgency of peacemaking particularly to young generation.

At academic level, even though it seems demanding, the consistent and continuous implementation of peacebuilding-based instruction could succeed the goal of teaching and, in the same time, widen the students' insights on how to take a part in peacemaking actions.[1]
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